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Transcript
Eric Nuttall: Hi, it's Eric Nuttall, of the Ninepoint Energy Fund and Ninepoint Energy Income Fund.
The purpose of the discussion today is to review the rst half of 2022, and what a year it's been for
energy investors. We started o with the impact of Russia's invasion of Ukraine, concerns about an
implosion Russian oil imports or exports rather than the oil price increasing on that, oil
strengthened. We saw a high of into the 130s, and there was then discussions about OPEC's spare
capacity exhaustion.
I had a meeting with the former Secretary General of OPEC, who subsequently passed away a few
weeks afterwards. Speaking about the exhaustion of OPEC's spare capacity, it was a grave danger
that the world has to come to grips with. Then a few weeks later, more and more headlines began

about a recession, a possible recession in Europe, certainly from the energy crisis as a result of
extremely poor energy policy. Now it's increasing and seemingly every day we get more and more
headlines, interest rates going up, in ation, and the impact on the consumer, et cetera. That's been
impacting oil.
We nd ourselves today in an environment where the physical demand for oil remains very strong
and yet the nancial demand for oil has weakened. That's a very, very important distinction to make.
Oil's the biggest commodity in the world. We trade about 100 million barrels of it every single day,
and yet 30 times more than that is traded on a daily basis in all of the nancial markets combined.
You can have these weird periods of time, which today we're in, oil's down $4 today. Well, did
anything fundamentally occur? There's no headline, there's no magical large eld discovered
overnight coming online, demand didn't implode by 10 million barrels per day, et cetera.
You can just have these times, these air pockets. Here we are in the summertime, volatility is
exacerbated. The net speculative length in oil has come down, it has over the past several months.
We're prone to these days of volatility and that's why I really think we need to tune out the noise.
The biggest challenge for an energy investor today is, to tune out the noise, try to best ignore the
volatility, and focus on the fundamentals because ultimately it's fundamentals that will rule the day.
Why do we still believe we're in a multi-year bull market for oil? Why do we think this is not a onemonth trade but is more like a four to six-year investment at a minimum?
It comes back to our four basic tenants of the thesis, and that is demand will grow, I think by about a
million barrels per day per year for at least the next 10 years. The real story remains on supply. We
believe we're in a world where US shale growth is constrained. It's constrained because the very
owners of the businesses are demanding a return of capital, meaning share buy-backs and dividends,
both base and variable dividends. That's restricting how much shale companies can spend.
At the same time, we just had service companies like Halliburton report and say, basically that
they're sold out of their equipment. They're fully utilized and they're not building any more
equipment because their own investors want buy-backs, dividends, et cetera. When people worry
about a recession, they're forgetting that this environment that we're in today is very, very di erent.
There is no playbook for the environment that we're in today.
Never has there been a time when the world is emerging from a global lockdown, which China's still
under lockdown, which re ect on that, we've averaged close to $100 per barrel, if not slightly more
so far this year. China being under full lockdown because of their COVID policies and during the
biggest release of barrels from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve in history, which is masking the
tightness in the market. These worries about a recession and the impact when people think the
demand suddenly implodes periods of negative demand growth i.e. when demand actually falls are
very, very rare.
You've got to go back to COVID. You've got to go back to the nancial crisis of 2009, and then you've
got to go all the way back to the early 1980s. When we look to next year, I know people worry about
a European recession, et cetera they forget that China should be emerging out of lockdown. That's
an additive of over a million barrels per day of incremental growth. Even if the rate of growth
moderates, we have some rms like Energy Aspects with whom we did a webcast, it's on our
website. I've got it pinned on my Twitter feed. If you haven't listened to it, listen to it because it
provides some comfort in terms of, even if we go into recession, what does it mean for oil? What
they're doing is they're already modelling a recession in Europe. I believe they even for the United

States, second half of next year, recession, moderation growth rates, they still have oil demand
growing by 900,000 barrels per day. A recession does not necessarily mean negative demand
growth. It means a moderation in the rate of demand growth, but at the same time, again, the story
remains on supply.
US shale - I had a meeting yesterday with Tudor, Pickering. I think is one of the best analysts that
covers US EMPs. He said that from the recent volatility in oil combined with FEARS (false evidence
appears real), other recession next year, more and more shale companies that he's talking to are
adopting what's called a maintenance mode budget for next year, i.e. keep production at, we're not
getting paid to gross. Why should we? Just de-lever, payout dividends, do share buybacks, et cetera,
everyone's happy.
We think that next year and going forward, you're looking at US shale growth of 500,000-700,000
barrels per day per year. The other leg to the stool of the multiyear bull market thesis in terms of
supply revolves around OPEC. I mentioned I had dinner with Secretary-General Barkindo about a
month and a half ago, he passed away about two weeks ago, very unexpectedly, very warm man,
very open, and shockingly honest. He said to an open room earlier that day, and then at dinnertime,
that OPEC is nearing the exhaustion of its spare capacity.
In my opinion, this will be a watershed event for the energy sector as important if not more, than the
end of US shale hypergrowth because we've always had as a world, spare capacity to be that shock
absorber. If there's a geopolitical event like Russia invading Ukraine, where there's an actual impact
on supply, they have capacity to bring onto the market, they no longer have that. Two days ago we
had the crown prince of Saudi Arabia in a very wide-ranging speech, which that part of it was not
reported properly. He said that, yes, we are growing spare capacity to 13 million barrels per day, but
it reinforces the theme that we've talked about, which is cycle time.
He said it's going to take till 2027, that wasn't new. We've talked up with that before. Again, it's
taking the most sophisticated oil company on this planet ve years to add one million barrels per
day, per year of productive capacity. That's one year of demand growth. When you think about that,
the other thing he said was, "At that point, our production will be capped. We are no longer pursuing
additional spare capacity." He's warning the world as the former Secretary General of OPEC warned
the world, that it's not just on OPEC's shoulders, they cannot shoulder the burden anymore.
Yet when we look to the global super majors, this is the third major tenet of our multiyear bull
market thesis. They're not investing, ESG pressures - even with the energy crisis that we have in
Europe, which should have been a teachable moment for energy policymakers, what do you have?
You have the UK government coming after companies with windfall pro t taxes, injecting more
uncertainty in the scal environment, hampering investment, and then taking money, from the oil
companies, and giving it to consumers to basically buy votes, but that's you basically subsidizing
demand.
We need the opposite. The only way this market balances is to increase supply and to lower demand,
naturally it's through higher oil prices. The environment that we're in now, yes, oil's volatile and it's
up and down, and trust me, I share the stress and the annoyance of having to watch that, but I'm
focusing on what matters on your behalf and that is demand remains strong, relatively strong, but
the real story is on supply. US shale growth is capped. OPEC is running out of spare capacity.
The super majors at best are at until the end of this decade and these release of Strategic

Petroleum Reserve from the US magically stops right ahead of a midterm election this fall time. Our
expectation, summer who knows, it's going to be up and down volatile. Every single day, the free
cash ow aggregates in the bank accounts of energy companies. Even if the stock price falls 5%, the
free cash ow is not falling. When we look to Q3, Q4, we see as demand incrementally grows
seasonality, and as China should be emerging at some point out of lockdown, and as the release
from the SPR (Strategic Petroleum Reserve) ends, it should become more and more obvious just how
chronically undersupplied the market is propelling the oil price up.
Again, we've referenced Energy Aspects. They're still calling for $120 Brent by the end of this year.
Mike Rothman from Cornerstone remains very, very bullish, his price is even higher than that in
relation to where inventories are going. We remain bullish. What does that mean for energy stocks?
Performance so far this year has been great, not as good as it was two months ago. We've just had
the biggest drawdown since March of 2020 as recessionary fears and concerns have increased.
What my main message to you would be is we've seen absolutely zero deterioration on
fundamentals to explain that sello . We look at our fund, we have 13 holdings in the Ninepoint
Energy Fund (As at June 30, 2022). The average name is trading at 1.7 times enterprise value to cash
ow at $100 oil. Our average holding is 16 years of state ight inventory. My math is I do 16 years of
state ight inventory i.e. 16 years of free cash ow. We're paying for only two of them. I'm getting 14
years of free cash ow for free. Yet the average name is trading at a 38% free cash ow yield at $100
oil.
We have a seat at the table in terms of strategy and the mindset and what they're going to do with
free cash ow and how much we're going to get to it. All of our holdings have pledged to us that we
will get at a minimum 75% of the free cash ow next year, that's our ask of our holdings. If they
disagree with that, we're going to have an issue.
Even if you want to get super negative on the oil price where we're in a mega recession, nancial
crisis, where demand is actually going to fall by 800,000 barrels per day. Sure. Certainly doesn't feel
like '09. I managed the fund through '09, I know what it felt like, but let's just go there. We had
Energy Aspects say, well, given how tight the market is and we would agree with this, they say, "Well,
we have a di cult time seeing oil falling below $80." Take $20 o the oil price. Our average holding
is still only trading at 2.2 times enterprise value cash ow limit and a 26% free cash ow yield.
This in a sector which will be debt free should they want to be by Q1 of next year. Even at a $80 oil
price, if we get 75% of that free cash ow, that's a 20% yield either in a buyback or a dividend. In
terms of catalyst, we've got Q2 results coming. We think we're going to see more and more
announcements of share buybacks, of dividend increases. I think increasingly you're going to hear
conversations around SIB (Signi cant Issuer Bids), where in Canada buybacks are constrained at 10%
through an NCIB (Normal Course Issuer Bid). Companies we saw Imperial oil do it.
You can do an SIB for incremental shares above that. Given how profoundly mispriced these stocks
are relative to where oil is, free cash ow, balance sheet strength. I expect some of our holdings and
more and more companies are going to start talking about in Q4, if things remain the same, they'll
be aggressive with SIB. That's going to be even another catalyst.
Just to wrap up, when we look at the physical demand for oil, it remains strong. The constraints on
supply globally, going forward, remain intact. OPEC's spare capacity exhaustion comes, we have
experienced the end of US shale hypergrowth. The supermajors are not investing. That my simple

math is I say, okay, well I think demand for oil's going to grow by about at least a million barrels per
day per year for the next 10 years. US shale can at best make up for half of that. We've got a 5
million barrel per day de cit. Saudi said, okay, they're going to grow by two, go from 11 to 13. We've
got 3 million barrel per day de cit.
When I look at other areas of the world, like a Guyana, cannot o set the declines that we're seeing
elsewhere due to that lack of spending. My simple mind says, okay, the math doesn't add up, we're
in a structural imbalance for several years going forward. The only way to balance is the oil price has
to go high enough to kill discretionary demand and incentivize the super majors who are
experiencing on investments and ESG just start investing again. Even when they do, you press start
on the stopwatch and you've got four to six years because it's cycle time.
We think that energy stocks remain profoundly mispriced. We look at companies, I should not be
able to buy companies on average at 38% free cash ow yields at the current oil price, which I think
isn't fundamentally sustainable. Yes, we're going to whip up and down for the next couple of months
or whatever until we get past the SPRs. At that point, it should become more obvious to the masses
just how chronically undersupplied we are. That's the main message I want to impart on you. As
always, if there's any other questions you have - always reach out. We're extremely accessible.
Follow me on Twitter. We used that as our primary mechanism to deliver daily updates and whatnot
and enjoy your summer. We look forward to an even better update in the next several months
ahead. Thanks very much.
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